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After a brief introduction by Gina Roth, Laurie Davidson of III outlined the new features 
of the Web Access Management and explained how the new rewriting proxy works. 
 
The initial concept is to provide remote access to your licensed resources. It uses a 
rewriting proxy to direct users through to the III server. Once they’re authenticated they 
have access to the licensed resource. Previously the proxy.pac method (configured via the 
patron’s browser) was used, but it became clear that this method had problems, such as 
instructing users on how to configure their browsers and firewall configuration.  
 
Clicking on a licensed resource sends the user to the proxy server that prompts for user 
authentication and then permits access. The redirection is done through a new URL 
construction, which links first to the III server and then proxies the user through to the 
resource. Since all users are routed through the proxy, it now makes it easier to track 
statistics for all users, both external and internal. These resources can be set up so that 
patrons within the Library will not be asked for verification. 
 
60 libraries applied to the beta test program. Beta testing began in December 2001 with 8 
libraries and ended March 2002.  
 
The first and most important step is to add a wildcard DNS entry to the DNS host table. 
You will need to work with your network administrator for this. This entry allows the 
user to be routed first to the III server before they’re passed onto the resource: 
*.mylibrary.edu 
 
See the Powerpoint slides for URL construction. Your library server name essentially 
goes after the base URL of the resource with the remainder of the URL following. The 
zero indicates the port. 
 
Old URL:  http://www.epnet.com/fulltext 
New URL:  http://0-www.epnet.com.web.mylibrary.edu/fulltext  
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When the user clicks on the link with the new URL, the III server will prompt the user to 
sign in with their information and then direct them to the resource. 
 
Please see the new FAQ on CSDirect on the new rewriting proxy. 
 
Can I customize patron forms for proxy rewrite? Yes, you can create a custom 
verification page in your screens directory called pverfify2_web.html. 
 
You don't need to make any changes to the forward table. All forward table entries are 
used with the new proxy rewrite method. You may need to change the service levels to 
specify no authentication is required for a range of IP addresses within the library. Many 
libraries have WAM set up so that all patrons must verify.  Instead of a “yes” or “no” 
verification, you can enter a number for the level of service level that someone needs 
where verification will not be required – it is associated with limit network access. The 
rewriting proxy runs off port 80 (the proxy. pac used port 8080).  
 
There is no conflict between proxy.pac and the proxy rewrite method. A browser 
configured for the proxy.pac will work with the new proxy rewrite method as well.  
 
Your 856 links will have to be updated to reflect the new URL construction. She 
suggested you use MilCat's Global Update to update multiple links. 
 
Outstanding issues include the fact that AOL had problems and couldn’t use old method. 
She expects that it will work entirely with AOL 7.0 but it should be resolved by this 
September. There are a few resources that are problematic and a few functions and these 
are being corrected as they come in. Laurie estimates that the proxy rewrite method will 
work with 95-98% of all resources. 
 
For phase II, expect to see multiple IP support, for those in consortial environments who 
share the Innovative system but might have different subscriptions.  
 
Gina Roth discussed her experience in the beta test and the practical implications of 
implementing this project. 
 
Cal Poly Pomona is a medium sized academic library. They were one of 8 beta testers. 
Like everyone who used the proxy.pac method, she was frustrated with implementing it 
and trying to keep up with the multiple browser versions that worked.  She ended up 
recommending only Netscape 4.7 be used. 
 
Getting started: You’ll need wildcard DNS entry for the Innopac server and a test page 
with the reconfigured URLs.  If you visit our catalog, you can see the databases 
http://opac.library.csupomona.edu/. The most time was spent testing all the databases. 
Gina tested every link to identify any problems with forward table, and that all functions 
within the resource such as searching and printing worked. She also checked to make 
sure that the browser stayed within the rewriting proxy (look for the “0”). She tested with 
Netscape 4.7, 6.2 and Internet Explorer 5.5. 



 
Gina encountered four main issues: the DNS table, staying within the proxy,  
bibliographic records with the 856 field, and ejournals accessed through aggregator 
databases. 
 
DNS table: the network administrators objected to having a wildcard entry, they didn’t 
want it to resolve to “nastyname.libraryserver.edu.” The only alternative was to add a 
URL for every database and 856. They instead added wildcards for the remote resources. 
They were the only beta site that had this issue.  
 
Staying within the proxy: If the forward table entry is incorrect, you’ll get a error. If there 
is no entry in the forward table, you’ll get a 493 error or thrown out of the proxy. Some 
sites will use several server names and unless they are entered in the forward table, the 
user will get thrown out of the proxy. You will miss this unless you test extensively. 
 
856 links to ejournals and ebooks:  bib records with 856 field had to be changed to new 
URL format. These were identified in a review file by searching for all instances of 856 
fields, then narrowed the search by searching ejournals published from a particular 
publisher or aggregator e.g. Ebsco. She ended up with about 150 titles, which had to 
check individually.  Use Millennium Cataloging find and replace to globally update the 
URLs. This is very difficult to do in the text version. 
 
Aggregator databases such as Ebsco: some full text journals reside on Ebsco server and 
some link from Ebsco to the publisher’s server. These were also added to the forward 
table. 
 
Service levels – all access is now to through the proxy. Service level had to be adjusted. 
Once you figure out how to do it is easy.  
 
Now, most databases are problem free with no calls from confused users and better 
statistics.  
 
Remaining bugs: Two databases still require proxy.pac configuration and that is indicated 
on the subscriptions page. AOL 7.0 interaction, which should be fixed by this September. 
AOL users must still user a separate web browser. Some databases will work better with 
some browsers than others.  
 
Gina pointed out that you can look at all the beta sites and see which of their 
subscriptions work and which don’t, saving you some testing time. 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Grace Lee, New York Law School 
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